Much like how one reads a few chapters of a book and then becomes bored, so have I read a few chapters of Genesis and then become bored. Maybe bored isn't the right word. Maybe it's closer to uninterested. At first, Genesis had this humongous entertainment value because of how ridiculous some parts of it were, in various ways. I laughed at what an ass Abraham was and Isaac's toolness was amusing in its own right. 

But now when we come to the story of Jacob's sons slaughtering the Hivites, it's kind of like—so?

<b>Genesis 33 and 34. I have been desensitized to nonsense.</b>

Jacob gets away scott-free from Esau who, as Rebekah had predicted, completely forgot Jacob's trespasses and embraced him as a brother and good friend. After Esau leaves, grudgingly accepting gifts from Jacob he didn't really want, Jacob heads down to the land of the Hivites and pitches a tent.

There's a bit of back and forth about accepting the gifts and there's some description of in what order Jacob had his family/slaves bow to Esau, but nothing really happens aside from Jacob not getting killed and then heading to Succoth/Canaan/Shechem/whatever other arcane place name you want to call whatever the place is he pitched his tent.

I guess this shows that he did come out on top in the end because he faced down Esau (with a lot of prostration) and wasn't killed. So he's still up everything he stole from Laban and he's still up Isaac's birthright and everything is gravy!

He's also still up Laban's menstrual-blood-covered idols.

And so we enter the realm of Genesis 34, which is supposedly about Dinah, whose name gets put on the board (and underlined!) a lot. 

So this is the story David Plotz said brought him into blogging the bible. I must concede that were this the first story from the bible to catch my eye I might start blogging the bible right now too. Unfortunately it's the thirty-fourth story from the bible that has caught my eye and I can't exactly start doing something I'm already doing. I am not like these biblical figures who can do stuff like:

"He headed down to [place name]. (stuff happens en route, he has not arrived at [place name] yet but has not yet stopped going) And so he set out for [place name]."

I guess I'm not hella cool.

Anyway, there's this dude Shechem (named after the city? How pretentious!) who 'raped' Dinah. Now, the victors write history, and that means the people who weren't razed by the other people—in this case, Jacob's sons. And they have good reason to claim that Shechem 'raped' Dinah because it justifies their meaningless massacre of Shechem (both the person and the city). As has been beaten into my brain again and again by the bible, women exist to have sons, their only desire is to have sons, and thus if someone impregnates a woman he is doing her a favor. 

Don't get me wrong I don't believe that bullshit for one second. But this is a biblical story so biblical precedents apply, and Dinah should be grateful and her brothers should respect that gratitude.

Of course, the two sons who go around killing people are Simeon and Levi, sons of ... uh, Leah I think it was, whereas Dinah is Rachel's daughter. So maybe Simeon and Levi are doing this horrible thing as some kind of way of getting back at their sister, because if their sister has a legit son and lives happily with her dream prince then Rachel will have gotten Jacob a grandson and then she'll be 100% uh... happy? As they demonstrate later on, Jacob's sons do everything they can to get rid of Joseph, so this is actually a fairly plausible theory. Mmmhm.

So yeah, the troubles of having two wives.

<b>Genesis 37. Joseph isn't too bright and the bible lied.</b>

Genesis 37:3
<i>Now Israel loved Joseph more than any of his other sons, because he had been born to him in his old age;</i>

LIES. Israel loved Joseph more than his other sons because Joseph was the son of Rachel.

Now, this G37 schtick is like, a parable about favoritism. You don't do it. You do not do it. That's all. If you do it then your less favorite sons get you to fool yourself into thinking that they let a wild animal eat your favorite son.

Because this is a story about how favoritism is bad, of course we need an example: in this case, Israel. He show favoritism for Joseph, making him a technicolor dream coat or something silly like that. Joseph being 10% fruity dons the technicolor dream coat and his brothers point their unihorns at him and chant "shuuuuuunnnnnn, shunnnnnnnn the dreamer."

Joseph has some tripped-out dreams about sheaves bowing down (um, drugs, yes?) and stars bowing down and he makes his brothers jealous of him. "But his father kept the matter in mind"—G37:11, folks, THE BUT MAKES NO SENSE.

G37:18, the brothers plotted to kill Joseph. What bastards.

Reuben's the only good one (firstborn I believe) and tries to save Joseph. Alas for Reuben's good intentions, the other brothers sell him to Egypt, foiling a perfectly decent discard+retrieve plan.

Then the brothers bring Joseph's technicolor dream coat back to Israel and Israel says that a wild animal devoured Joseph. Hahahaha, the power of suggestion, I guess. We talked about this with Orpheus in 10th grade, the same year we spent four months on Othello (one of the worse plays by some shabby playwright >:3).

<b>Genesis 38. The bible makes me angry sometimes.</b>

There comes a point when something has an unbelievable plot. This kind of disbelief in how bad something could be was well captured by Maude in <i>The Big Lebowski</i>. When she shows ten seconds of "Log Jamming" to the Dude she stresses how tasteless the plot is. And yet, from what we saw of the movie—ten seconds—it is clear that the premise is more believable than that of Genesis 38.

- Judah son of Israel goes and marries some Canaanite (THESE HITTITE WOMEN HAVE LEFT ME IN DESPAIR)
- Judah has three sons, Er, Onan, and Shelah
- Er is wicked (most likely because his name, as pronounced by the Japanese, is identical to that of God)
- God kills Er before Er can have a son
- Onan is ordered to impregnate Er's wife Tamar
- Onan decides he doesn't like that and 'emits on the ground' (oh man I lol'd on Day 2 of this class when people didn't get it)
- God kills Onan before Onan can have a son
- Judah decides it's a CONSPIRACY and tries to keep Tamar away from his third son, only to end up having sex with her himself while under the impression that she was some pagan temple prostitute
- Tamar gives birth to twins

Now there are all sorts of details that can be looked into—the significance of Judah's staff (shepherd=good), the message of Onan's death (I've read some propaganda about how onanists go to hell and it's pretty damn funny), the tying of a red (Esau!) string to the first hand to emerge from Tamar, only to have that baby come out second, etc...

I think most important of all though, is the general scenario here, and it's pretty laughable. Once again we see God micromanaging peoples' sex lives. Once again we see women 'outsmarting' men when really they're both just being insane.

Oh, and it's funny how Judah's wife's name is never mentioned.

<b>Genesis 39. Joseph's luck is 18.</b>

Joseph is lucky because he is more blessed than anyone else before him apparently. People who should be his enemies give him all the responsibilities they should be keeping from him because he's just better at shit than they are. Well, way to go Joseph I guess. He gets all of his master Potiphar's stuff, he gets chance after chance with Potiphar's wife (whom he shoots down again and again. He's probably a dirty onanist XP), and after being imprisoned by Potiphar, he becomes kind of the prisoners. 

Lucky guys, I guess. He's also a master of self-control? Or maybe the wife was incredibly ugly.

Basically, the LORD is on Joseph's side for whatever reason.

And whatever that reason, we might find out next chapter or we might never. God is fickle and so are the authors. Maybe I shouldn't have an "and" there.

<b>Genesis 40. Pre-Rome cupbearers?</b>

Pharaoh in a bout of PMS throws his chief cupbearer and baker in jail, where they fall under the custody of <s>the jailer</s> Joseph. After a while the two guys have dreams, and, because no one interpreted them, they look sad. Joseph decides to listen to their dreams because he's hella good at dreams.

Joseph interprets the two fairly cryptic dreams to mean that the cupbearer will get his job back whereas the baker will be hanged. The interpretations come true and the cupbearer gets his job back and the baker is hanged. Joseph, who asked the cupbearer to remember him upon getting his job back, gets completely shafted by the cupbearer forgetting to remember him, and lingers in prison.

Poor guy.

Ah well, it's his fault for condemning the baker to death!

Also, the sheaves and stars are not bowing yet.

<b>Genesis 41. I have dreams too, quoth the Pharaoh.</b>

"Then Pharaoh woke up; it had been a dream."

The authors REALLY need to get their act together. First sentence? Pharaoh had a dream. Fifth verse? Pharaoh had a second dream. After this second dream, OF COURSE HE WAKES UP. And because it was a dream, and he woke up from it, OF COURSE IT HAD BEEN A DREAM.

It'd be nice if people in general stopped saying unnecessary things. Also, why do the authors tell so much instead of showing more?

Too much of this will make my writing worse :o

Anyway Pharaoh has some dream that we've all heard about a million times thanks to the popularity of the Joseph story in film and I've only read through verse 7 right now but I know that the bit with the 14 cows and the 14 heads of grain symbolize the same thing, 7 years of prosperity and then 7 years of famine. And Joseph is gonna interpret the dream and tell him this, and then Pharaoh will allow Joseph to come up with some plan for ensuring that the country has food through the famine, and everything will indeed be very very good.

Joseph is God.

Okay, moving on past verse 7:

The cupbearer remembers Joseph and tells Pharaoh to go to him for an interpretation, which he does. Check.

Joseph, humble to the bitter end (who does he think he is, Moses?!) says he can't interpret the dreams but that God will. Either that's him being humble (Moses!!!) or he's really living up to the name I have him just a few sentences back (God!!!).

Joseph interprets the dream. Check.

Pharaoh puts Joseph in charge of Egypt and Joseph invents Pottery so as to be able to build Granaries, a city improvement with an upkeep cost of 1. Joseph stores surplus in the Ganaries such that when famine strikes and population changes, the good supply will be reset to 50% instead of 0%. This way, fewer people die, because Civilization II is the ruleset for life.

Joseph has a couple kids.

In the end, the seven years of abundance come to and end and the famine starts and, I quote (emphasis mine):

"Joseph opened the storehouses and <b><i>sold</i></b> grain to the Egyptians"

... typical Jew.

<b>Genesis 42. Repetition is tedious.</b>

I never thought I'd get so bored with something so funny as the same exact thing happening again and again. When watching TV shows that have an absurd number of flashbacks to the same occurrence, it's funny. When reading a chapter of the bible that has the exact same words quoted again and again it's just aggravating. And so he said that he had said to the other guy, "Word," and then his audience went away and talked to their own audience and said that he had said that he had said to the other guy, "Word"—and this is why Genesis 42 is 38 verses long instead of 19, and a pain to read instead of a joy.

Joseph decides to toy with his brothers when they come to buy grain from Egypt (because the famine was still severe in the land) and they, not recognizing him nor understanding that he understands Hebrew, walk into his trap unawares.

They need to go back to Jacob (I thought he was Israel now? Inconsistency OMG) and ask to bring Benjamin with them back to Egypt in order to prove that there are in fact eleven brothers, or something silly like that. Of course Jacob suspects a strange plot and refuses to let them go as he's still upset about Joseph's "death."

<b>Genesis 43. The Aeneid mkII.</b>

And so Aeneas was still telling Dido of the escape of the Trojans from Troy.

I mean, and so the famine was still severe in the land.

Yesterday someone was talking about how the bible was an amazing piece of literature, and I was reminded of how interesting language is, and how the same word can mean two entirely different things to different people. You know, sometimes amazing means amazing and sometimes it means terrible.

I guess I really, really need to tone down the vitriol, but reading the bible isn't exactly making me feel LESS sick.

'Well excuse me, princess!'

Now this part has me a bit confused. Judah is still chilling with his brothers and father? I thought that he left them for some other part of Canaan. Oh, and Jacob is Israel again.

Israel continues to oppose sending Benjamin down to Egypt (talk about over-protective, and isn't Benjamin a fully-grown man in his own right yet? I'm getting Isaac vibes here) but Judah promises to guarantee the safety of both Benjy and Sim. Israel, clearly unawares of Judah's incompetence, allows himself to be roped in.

Still, it's kind of weird that he says in G43:15 "if I am bereaved, I am bereaved" as if it really doesn't matter. That's a "what happens, happens" attitude and completely passive (Isaac) and not at all active (Rebekah). Jacob, what happened to you? Did God touch your brain and addle that in addition to your hip?

Confusing word order: Jacob's sons double the silver, and Benjamin also?

<i>... people don't work that way and neither does reproduction.</i>

Joseph says that his brothers received their silver (the silver he didn't take from them) from God. Damn it, Joseph, you can't keep calling yourself God!!

Also, "God be gracious to you, my son." <---- why is Joseph saying this to someone not a generation younger than he?

In the end, Joseph turned out not to be completely wicked and the brothers all enjoy a meal together and everything was very good. Israel's fear was all for naught, as has much of what Israel's done been.

<b>Genesis 44. </b>

Joseph continues to mess with his brothers like the good sport he is. He plays more tricks on them (though surely it was "God" who planted the silver cup in Benjy's sack, not Joseph!) and does his utmost to get his one full brother (Benjy) to become his slave. I honestly don't know what's up with this brocon stuff but it's kind of disgusting.

Also, tearing clothes? I've heard of pulling out hair, but tearing clothes? Seems to be a theme (Jacob did it when he thought Joseph had died) but does it signify anything beyond distress?

This chapter again has an unhealthy dose of repetition of exact words. It also has Judah prostrating himself before Joseph, which is cute, because ultimately is it not Judah's line that becomes uh, the 'good' tribe?

But maaaan, I gotta commend Judah's memory.

It's better than God's, that's for sure—God, who forgets about his dealings with Abraham in Genesis 18 and destroys Sodom after sending out Lot instead of saving Sodom because of Lot, can't be said to have the best short-term memory (too much mary jane?) whereas Judah can remember word for word the exact lines of other characters in the play.

He's like me when I was at Shakespeare camp!

<b>Genesis 45. Mixed messages.</b>

Does God want the Hebrews to live in the promised land or in Egypt? Make up your mind, man—is Jacob going to throw everything away by moving to Egypt at his sons' behest or is he going to gain more?

...

Bipolar? No, just bored. 

Reading this book makes me want to mess with a population of people, too. 

Please, Spore, hurry up!!
